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When a person drives a truck into the middle of a crowd celebrating Bastille Day in Nice,
horrifying images, and witnessing stories is spread around the world. The Swedish
nationwide evening tabloid newspaper Aftonbladet publishes the story during one week on
their Facebook page, resulting in thousands of comments. This paper examines the
interactive audience responses on social media towards the encounter of suffering caused in
the Nice-attack, 14th July 2016. Using framing analysis in combination with a qualitative
content analysis the study focuses on 702 comments provided on Aftonbladets Facebook
wall. This study analyses the opinions towards suffering visible in the material during the
first days of the attack. Frame theory and media witnessing are used as theoretical
framework.
The analysis reveals four frames: the moral conflict frame where people criticize the
witnessing by media, the reality conflict frame where people emphasizes suffering as a global
issue, the justice conflict frame where suffering is discussed in terms compassion as
something you deserve, and the emotional frame where people’s feelings of witnessing
suffering is in focus. Previous research says that audiences are more likely to feel compassion
towards victims if they can see themselves in them and/or if there is a short cultural and
spatial distance between them, and this study has come to the same conclusion. However,
this study contributes with knowledge about how the social media users negotiate
compassion (the justice conflict frame and reality conflict frame) and focus on the questions
of ethics when it comes to distant suffering (the moral conflict frame and emotional frame).
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1. Introduction
By now you have probably witnessed all sorts of suffering through media. Everything from
natural disasters leaving death and destruction behind – to terrorists killing innocent people
in the middle of broad daylight. In this study, I will narrow down suffering to one topic – the
terror attack in Nice on Bastille Day. On July 14, 2016, a man drove a truck into a crowd of
people in Nice celebrating Bastille Day (Furusjö, 2017). 84 people died in the attack and 300
people were injured (ibid.). This kind of tactic, to ram vehicles into crowds are often used in
terror attacks in the middle east but is becoming more common in Europe as well (Halliday &
Perraudin, 2016). The past year for example, there have been vehicle attacks in Nice, Berlin,
London, and in Stockholm (Schori, 2017).
Now, news media play a crucial role in informing the public about disasters like these and they
also play a key role in inviting the audience to feel compassion for people who are not like us
(Chouliaraki 2006). However, in a globalized world with the global threat of terrorism it seems
increasingly blurry who this “us” is. Media representations power lies in that they shape how
we get to know the world (Orgad, 2012, p.44). In other words, electronic media nourish
people’s imagination of the world of others. However, people’s interpretations of media
representations now take place in mediated places such as Facebook that is visible for the
masses. Thus, this in turn results in that peoples mediated imaging becomes part of media
representations and contribute to the cultivation of global imagination (ibid.). In addition,
imagination is a moral force that enables us to feel compassion to others by imagining how it
would be to be them (Silverstone, 2007, cited in Orgad, 2012, p.48).
Today, news rooms use social media in their daily work and Facebook is positioning itself as a
platform for news consumption (Mediavision, 2016). In 2016, every second Swedes use
Facebook to consume news (Ibid.). Social media offers a different context for witnessing
distant suffering than traditional media since social media users have an immediate
relationship with sufferers, users are connected through their collective informational efforts,
the audience is no longer the one who sees without being seen (Boltanski 1999, p,26, cited in
Mortensen & Trenz, 2016, p.348) and the possibility of taking action becomes more real since
users encourage each other to take action (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016, p.346-348). Finally, the
public increasingly uses social media to raise issues of global justice and images and texts
representing distant suffering is spread among members (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016, p.343).
This raises the question of how social media users perceive, frame and interpret the distant
suffering they encounter (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). In this study, this will be analyzed by
considering comments on two Facebook-posts about the Nice-attack, published on a
Facebook-page by Aftonbladet, a Swedish nationwide evening tabloid newspaper. During one
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week, Aftonbladet published new updates and angles on the Nice-attack on their Facebookpage which generated thousands of comments and by doing so provides valuable data on how
some people in Sweden perceived and framed the suffering they encountered (Aftonbladet,
n.d.-a). Now, “framing as a form of representation is considered important only insofar as it
leads to certain actions among those who perceive these representations” (Siapera, 2010, p.
117). From this perspective, it is of societal importance to investigate how audiences perceive
and frame the suffering they encounter since this can reveal something about what kind of
actions it can lead to.
Since media texts can “[…] be interpreted in different ways - accepting the dominant meaning,
negotiating with the encoded message, or taking an oppositional view” (Hall 1980, cited in
Thussu 2006, p. 56) it is also interesting to investigate how spectators perceive and frame the
suffering that the news media presents. Furthermore, reading comments on online media can
have an impact on people’s perception of an issue (Anderson, Brossard, Scheufele & Xenos,
2012; Spence, Lachlan, Sellnow, Rice & Seeger, 2017). What dominant frames that emerge
through peoples encounters with distant suffering and in this case terrorism is therefore of
value to document in the field of distant suffering studies as well as studies on terrorism
discourse. Finally, in line with Bressers and Hume (2012) I believe that analyzing online
discussions is useful to understand why and how people engage in public online discourse.
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2. Background
To fully understand the discourse on suffering presented in the user comments we need to
know about the events that occurred around the time of the Nice-attack. This chapter will
briefly explain the context of terrorism in France, followed by a brief introduction of the
newspaper Aftonbladet. Finally, this section ends with a description over how the social
media context of witnessing distant suffering differs from traditional media witnessing.

2.1 Terrorism, Europe, and France
Since the 9/11 attacks, journalists have devoted considerable attention to terrorism and media
scholars have in turned investigated the representation of terrorism (Abdulllah & Elareshi,
2015). Now, it is a common belief that terrorists are “madmen”, however there is no evidence
for that there is specific psychological factors that is directly connected to terrorism (Post,
2006, cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015).
In 2015, France was the most affected European Union member of terrorist attacks (European
Law Enforcement Agency, 2016). In the beginning of the year (January 7-9, 2015), terrorists
armed with automatic weapons killed 12 people at the offices of the satirical paper Charlie
Hebdo in Paris and two days later another five people were killed by the terrorists (Marans,
2016). Later, on November 13, a group of extremists inspired by ISIS strikes at different places
in Paris, killing 130 people. The attack was the largest in France since World War II (ibid.).
Shortly after the attack the research firm Novus could report that 45 % of the Swedish
population felt quite or very worried for terrorist attacks (TT, 2015).
In 2016, there was another terrorist attack with high numbers of dead and causalities. A
terrorist drove a truck into a crowd of people celebrating Bastille Day in Nice (Furusjö, 2017).
84 people died in the attack and 300 people got injured. Shortly after, the terror organization
ISIS was taking on responsibility for the attack (ibid.). No Swedes were injured in the attack
but nevertheless witnessed it (TT, 2016). After the attack, a state of emergency was declared
and police were permitted to force people who were considered a threat, to come forward to
the police. Something that was criticized by Amnesty International for being discriminating
against Muslim people (ibid.).

2.2 Aftonbladet
The Swedish nationwide evening tabloid newspaper Aftonbladet is a socialist news media
founded in 1830 by Lars Johan Hierta (Nationalencyklopedin, 2017). The readers are Swedes
between 25-60-year-old and 53 percent are male (Schibsted, 2017). They reach around six
million readers a week and are considered the biggest and most read newspaper in the North
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(ibid.). On their Facebook-page they are followed by 352, 009 readers and here their aim is to
be a venue for those who wants to be updated on their latest news. The journalists regulate the
Facebook-pages comment section themselves and several rules are stated on the about-section
on the page (Aftonbladet, n.d.-b). For example, false profiles are not permitted as well as
offensive comments (ibid.).

2.3 Social media
As I mentioned in the introduction, social media such as Facebook offers a different kind of
context for witnessing suffering than traditional media. Traditional media builds on a
hierarchy of “one-too-many” relationship between the producer and the isolated receivers,
while social media makes the receivers connected through their “collective interpretative
efforts” (Dahlgren, 2013 cited in Mortensen & Trenz, 2016, p.347). This in turn means that
social media users contribute to the public discourse about different subjects (ibid.). Another
factor that contributes to the social media context is that it is a public space and therefore can
be observed by others (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). The very act of spectatorship is therefore
changed since the spectator is no longer seeing without being seen as well (Boltanski, 1999,
p.26). Although there are degrees of this since people can still make fake profiles which makes
them in some ways “unseen”, but as I mentioned before this is something that Aftonbladet at
least tries to regulate by not letting fake profiles comment.
Social media users also monitor the reactions from other users which in turn can affect people
to post comments on purpose to be watched by other users (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016).
Therefore, Mortensen and Trenz (2016) draws the conclusion that “social media reception
should be understood as a public performance, in which users manifest their sentiments,
dispositions and motivations and make them mutually understandable” (p.347). Finally,
another important difference in witnessing suffering on social media instead of traditional
media is that users can motivate each other to act since they are united by their attention to a
specific issue (Bennet & Segerberg, 2013, cited in Mortensen & Trenz, 2016).
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3. Aim and research questions
Previous researchers argue that there is a need for more research about how audiences react
to the distant suffering they encounter through media (Huiberts, 2016; Joye, 2016; Scott, 2014;
Engelhardt, 2015; Chouliaraki; 2016). This is important to study since it can reveal something
about the audience’s mediated constructions of distant suffering in relation to medias
constructions of suffering. Most studies on witnessing of distant suffering have been conducted
on television but social media provides different characteristics of mediated witnessing then
audio-visual television (Kyriakidou, 2015; Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). This offers an
opportunity to contribute with more knowledge about an undertheorized subfield. This is
where I position my study.
The aim of my thesis is to contribute with empirical knowledge to previous media studies about
audience responses to distant suffering. Focus is on the audiences discursive framing of the
suffering they encounter in the reporting of the Nice-attack. Once again, this is important to
study since comments on online media can have an impact on people’s perception of an issue
(Anderson, Brossard, Scheufele & Xenos, 2012). What is also interesting to understand is if
and how the discourse in the comment section evolve during the first days after the attack.
To fulfill the aim of this study the following research question is presented:
• What frames were visible in the comments towards The Nice-attack on Aftonbladets
Facebook wall during the first days after the attack?
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4. Previous research
This chapter presents the existing studies and research about the fields of interest: distant
suffering, social media and terrorism. First, I will give a brief description over distant
suffering studies and important audience research findings within this field, then I will
continue with an introduction to studies on audience responses on social media. Finally,
studies of terrorism framing and social media responses towards terrorism will be described.

4.1 Audience studies on distant suffering
Distance suffering studies can be approached from many different angles but in this study, we
will approach it from an interactive audience perspective. When spectators are presented to
distant suffering, they are expected to respond with compassion (Höijer, 2004). However, this
of course does not happen all the time and the responses to suffering can differ a lot. Who is
considered a sufferer aka a victim is a cultural construction (ibid.). For people to feel
compassion it is important that they perceive the victim as helpless and innocent (ibid.).
Chouliaraki (2006) theorize that audience identify themselves in terms of cosmopolitanism or
communitarianism, which can be viewed as ethical norms that enables or stops action on
distant suffering. Cosmopolitanism stands for when the spectator act for suffering others that
is not part of their own community, while communitarianism is when spectators act on
suffering that is proximal to their own community (ibid.).
Now, one early study on this topic was made by Boltanski (1999) who analyzed moral
spectatorship and focused on collective user responses and presented different forms of
audiences’ responses to distant suffering (the topic of denunciation, the topic of sentiment, the
topic of aesthetics). The topic of denunciation (pamphleteering) can be described as when the
spectator responds to the suffering with indignation and anger towards the perpetrator. The
topic of sentiment (philanthropy) can be described as when the spectator also responds with
compassion and focuses on the sufferers and/or benefactors. The topic of aesthetics
(sublimation) can be described as responding to the suffering by thinking it is sublime (ibid.).
The forms of audience responses to distant suffering presented by Boltanski (1999) have
previously been used and adapted by Mette Mortensen and Hans-Jörg Trenz (2016), to a social
media context and used as theoretical framework to study “group dynamics of media
witnessing” (p.350). As mentioned in chapter 1 and 2.3, the social media context offers a more
immediate relationship between sufferer and spectator than traditional media. They
distinguished between three forms of social media user responses to suffering: emotional
(expressing sentiment), critical (questions justice) and reflexive (questions facts). By using an
interpretative textual analysis, the researchers studied discussion groups on the social network
site reddit, that was formed in response to the pictures of Alan Kurdi, a drowned Syrian boy
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that stimulated much debate when the pictures were released in September 2015 (ibid.). The
results showed that the dynamic of social media helped overcoming distance by pointing out
possibilities to act and build communities with people who view themselves as benefactors of
global humanitarian politics (p.359). Mortensen and Trenz (2016) adoption of Boltanski’s
(1999) topics of responses to suffering will be used to compare with this studies results.
Another important study of audience responses to distant suffering was done by Höijer (2004)
who studied the development of global compassion and more specific – “how […] people react
to the emotional engagement that media offers” (p.513). The study was operationalized by
doing interviews with people in Sweden and Norway. The results showed that the audiences'
ability to feel compassion for distant suffering was connected to ideal victim images. The ideal
victim is a cultural construction and what could be concluded was that the ideal victim is
helpless, innocent and either children, women or elderly. What is important for my study
though is the forms of audience responses.
Höijer’s (2004) findings showed four new forms of compassion in addition to Boltanski’s
(1999) three forms. The four forms or themes were named the following: “tender-hearted
compassion, blame-filled compassion, shame-filled compassion and powerlessness-filled
compassion” (Höijer, 2004, p.522). Tender-hearted compassion can be described as when the
spectator expresses how oneself is feeling pity and empathy towards sufferers, for example “‘It
breaks my heart when I see refugees […]” (Höijer, 2004, p.522). Blame-filled compassion is
described as when spectators’ express feelings of compassion for the sufferers in combination
with expressing anger and indignation, for example “‘I became angry when I saw the many
innocent people and civilians who died […]” or “‘He is a terrible man, a Psychopath” (Höijer,
2004, p.523). Shame-filled compassion is identified as when the spectator feel ambivalence
over the fact that they are unharmed but others are suffering in the world and they themselves
are not doing anything to stop it, for example “I get furious with myself because I do nothing”
or “I had such a bad conscience and I almost did not manage to watch any more terrible scenes
on television” (ibid.). Powerlessness-filled compassion is identified as when spectators express
that they feel like they cannot ease the suffering and therefor feel powerless, for example “You
can of course give some money but that will not stop the war” (ibid.).
By combining Mortensen and Trenz (2016) social media adoption of Boltanski’s three forms of
audience responses to distant suffering and Höijer’s (2004) four forms of audience responses
to distant suffering I can compare these studies' frames of audience responses to distant
suffering to previous studies findings.
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4.2 Studies of social media user’s comments
Studies of user generated content have been studied in a variety of different ways. For example,
Recuber (2015) conducted a discourse analysis on the micro-blog Tumblr to examine how
micro-narratives of suffering is formed. The author concluded that the users “micro-narratives
of suffering came to subsume the considerations of others’ misfortunes, rather than enabling
a deeper engagement with those misfortunes and creating a changed perspective as a result”
(Recuber, 2015, p.74). These findings will be used to compare with the frames of suffering
visible in the comments on Aftonbladets Facebook wall. Another study on comment was
conducted by Spence, Lachlan, Sellnow, Rice and Seeger (2017) who studied “how user
comments on news stories contribute to the construction” of different issues (p.36). Their
findings showed that user comments had a significant influence on people’s perception of news
stories.
Now, framing theory, that will be used in this study have previously been used to examine user
comments to understand people’s perceptions of issues. For example, Yalan Huang (2016)
conducted a framing analysis of social media comments to examine how people perceive
feminism in China. In addition, a netnographic approach was used to describe the varying
atmospheres and cultures on the different websites. The author used a package approach to
frame analysis, originating from Gamson and Lasch (1983) and Gamson and Modigliani (1989)
media package approach. This study inspired me to use a similar method to examine the user
comments on Aftonbladets Facebook wall. In addition, El Gazzar (2013) also used frame theory
to examine the way social media users expressed their opinions towards the Islamic movement.
By analyzing the frames revealed in the comments the researcher could understand what
arguments that were used by pro- and anti-Islamists in their “defense or attack of Islamists as
active participants in the political scene after the revolution in Egypt” (p.47). This study
contributed with valuable insight in how to use framing theory on user comments to
understand audience attitudes towards issues.

4.3 Media framing of terrorism
Previous research about media framings of terrorism have concluded that there are three main
frames: official frames, military frames and humanitarian frames (Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015).
Official frames refer to news frames that shows support for the leaders in the country and/or
national unity, military frames refer to strategies to fight terrorism and humanitarian frames
refers to when focus is on the damage that the terrorist have managed (Jasperson & El-Kikhia,
2003, cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015). Furthermore, in the case of terrorism reporting
research have showed that when episodic themes are used, the spectators are less likely to hold
public officials accountable (Iyengar, 1994, cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015). Finally,
spectators are more likely to feel empathy with victims of terror attacks when they are framed
12

in a way that allows the spectator to identify with the victim (Fahmy, 2010; Persson, 2004,
cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015). In this study, I will look at Aftonbladets humanitarian
frames of terrorism to understand the audience’s responses to distant suffering on social
media.

4.4 Social media comments and terrorism
Even though there is a growing research on social media from a crisis context, studies dealing
on social media and terrorism is largely absent (Rasmussen, 2015). However, some of the
studies that exist have focused on how citizens challenge traditional media by spreading their
own photos from terrorist-attacks (Allan, 2014, cited in Rasmussen, 2015), how journalists
handle the growing body of blogs about terror (Bennet, 2013, cited in Rasmussen, 2015) and
how citizens discuss terror-attacks on YouTube (Rasmussen, 2015), Twitter (Yusha’u, 2015)
and newspapers online message boards (Bressers & Hume, 2012). These studies do not focus
on sufferers or suffering like in my study, but rather the discussion about terrorism. However,
they provide valuable insight on what findings have been made before on discussion about
terrorism on social media.
Rasmussen (2015) analyzed how social media users discussed terrorism in Norway. Since my
study is similar to his it is of value to discuss their findings and research process. Rasmussen
(2015) used discursive psychology for method and securitization theory to analyze attitudes on
Twitter towards the terror alert in Norway in 2014. In addition, the researcher briefly analyzed
press releases on the terror alert to give context to the Twitter communication. For my study,
I will do a brief analysis over the news article about the Nice-attack to give context to the user
comments towards the article in focus. Now, the aim of the study was to contribute with new
insights of local responses through social media and securitizing efforts. The results showed
the following number of themes: “(1) the authorities’ announcement and ways of representing
the terror alert; (2) the diffusion of responsibility to lay people for monitoring suspicious events
and actors; and (3) the issue of ethnicity and blame” (p.197).
Now, Bonnie Bressers and Janice Hume (2012) studied user comments formed in response to
the 9/11 terrorist-attacks. The study covered 414 comments which was analyzed by using a
combination of discourse analysis to understand the text in relation to political and cultural
context, and a narrative analysis to study the structure of the text. The aim of the study was to
understand “the history of interactive mediated communication” in times of crises and was one
of the first studies to study online content as historical documents (Bressers & Hume, 2012,
p.10). Their findings showed seven elements of use in the comments such as: “discussion of
politics; calls for retaliation against the terrorists; pleas for restraint; offers of prayer; displays
of patriotism; and expressions of grief, shock, and anxiety” (p.16). In addition, four themes
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emerged from the results: the need to express political opinions, to experience emotional
release, to interact with people within the online community, and to find and/or dispense
information. The elements of use in comments and themes presented by Rasmussen (2015)
and Bressers & Hume (2012) contributes to this study since it covers audiences’ responses to
terrorism and therefore can be used to understand the responses towards the Nice-attack.

4.5 Positioning the study
The aim of my thesis is to contribute with knowledge about how audiences interact and
respond to suffering caused by terrorism that they face on their Facebook-feed. Since digital
media are dominant sites of social engagement and solidarity with others, civic responsiveness
is an urgent theme too in the field of distant suffering studies, according to Chouliaraki (2016,
p.419). In addition, previous researchers argue that there is a need for more research and
theorizing of the interaction between media-texts and the audience (Huiberts, 2016; Joye,
2016; Chouliaraki, 2016; Scott, 2014).
Since most witnessing studies have been conducted on television, social media provides
different characteristics of mediated witnessing than audio-visual television (Kyriakidou,
2015; Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). This also opens the opportunity to contribute with more
knowledge about an undertheorized subfield. Finally, framing theory has been used mostly for
analyzing news reports, but can also be beneficial for understanding how frames are formed
among people (Huang, 2016; El Gazzar, 2013). By conducting this study, I contribute with
further knowledge on how to conduct framing analysis on online discussions about suffering
in the context of terror attacks.
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5. Theoretical frame and concepts
In this chapter I will briefly describe how this study takes on framing theory as a theoretical
approach to study audience responses to the distant suffering represented in the Nice-attack.
There on, this section continues with an introduction to this study's perspective on distant
suffering and witnessing distant suffering in media, followed by a description over three
themes that can explain the relationship between sufferer and spectator.

5.1 Framing theory
Framing theory has been widely used in media studies. It originates from Erving Goffman’s
(1974) idea about social constructivism and that frames evolve when collective efforts are made
to help people identify their experiences. Goffman (1974) emphasis frames connection with
culture. Culture here refers to “an organized set of beliefs, codes, myths, stereotypes, values,
norms, frames, and so forth that are shared in the collective memory of a group or society (cf.
Zald, 1996, cited in Van Gorp, 2007, p.62). Since frames are considered a cultural
phenomenon, they seem normal and in so also can be regarded as a power mechanism
(Gamson et al, 1992, cited in Van Gorp, 2007, p.63).
Frames manifest in media content when journalists apply elements in the text that refer to a
certain frame (Gamson and Modigliani, 1989, Van Gorp, 2007, p.64). Gamson and Modigliani
(1989, cited in Van Gorp, 2007, p.64) described that each frame that journalist applied can be
described as a media package which consists of “[…] the manifest framing devices, the manifest
or latent reasoning devices, and an implicit cultural phenomenon that displays the package as
a whole”.
All texts contain frames that manifests by the absence or presence of images, keywords,
phrases and sources that provide us with facts to emphasize a certain problem definition or
moral evaluation (Entman, 1993). Here it is important to emphasize that omissions of possible
ways of thinking of and understand an issue is just as important for guiding the audience (ibid.)
However, spectators do not get exclusively affected by the media frames but their interpersonal
discussion plays a role in the negotiating of public issues meaning (Gamson & Modigliani,
1989).
Although framing theory has been used primarily to study news, it can also be applied to
computer mediated communication and especially to social media, according to El Gazzar
(2013). Social media offers the researcher an opportunity to detect the influence of media
frames, by analyzing which frames the audience emphasize to express their view (ibid.).
Framing theory and research on how audiences perceive media frames have previously been
used by researchers such as El Gazzar (2013) who studied wall comments in response to the
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emerging Islamic movement in Egypt, as well as by Huang (2016) who analyzed how people
perceive feminism in China.
For this study, I am interested in the social media users framing of the suffering that occurred
in the Nice-attack. I will adopt some of the devices presented in the package approach
developed by Gamson and Modigliani (1989) and Gamson and Lasch (1983), to understand
the latent frames in the comments. The following framing devices will be used: exemplars,
descriptions, metaphors, and catchphrases (Gamson & Modigliani, 1989; Gamson & Lasch,
1983). Framing devices suggest how the audience can think about an issue. In addition, the
following reasoning devices will be used: causes and consequences. Reasoning devices suggest
how the audience can understand the issue (ibid.). The operationalizing of these devices will
be explained in the chapter 6.3.

5.2 Distant suffering
As I mentioned in the introduction, news is our primary source to establishing a relationship
with distant suffering (Chouliaraki, 2006). When news about suffering is constructed
journalists embed ethical values in their news discourses to guide the audience perceptions
and attitudes towards suffering and sufferers (ibid.). In other words, sufferers can be
represented in news as “a moral cause to western spectators” (Chouliaraki, 2006, p.6).
According to Chouliaraki (2006), spectators can therefore feel compassion for sufferers based
on how the news texts are constructed to confer agency. When sufferers are represented as not
having agency, spectators are not likely to feel morally obligated to act (ibid.). However, if
sufferers are humanized and conferred agency, spectators are more likely to feel compassion
for them (ibid.).
In addition, mediation of distant suffering involves paradoxes (Chouliaraki, 2006). For
example, technology establish immediacy between spectator and sufferer, at the same time as
it fictionalizes the suffering which can lead the spectator to apathy towards the suffering (ibid.).
Within distant suffering studies there is a normative view that people “should know about the
suffering of others” (Ong, 2014, p.183). However, compassion fatigue conceptualizes when
representations of suffering fails to evoke compassion (Moeller, 1999, cited in Orgad & Seu,
2014, p,16). This has been analyzed by Höijer (2004) that found patterns of how people felt
apathy towards specific constructions of suffering, and Kinnick et al. (1996, cited in Ong, 2014,
p.184), that studied “patterns of avoidance toward televised suffering”.

5.3 Media witnessing
The concept of media witnessing in this study is tied to witnessing distant suffering. Media
witnessing involves collapsing three different practices: audience witnessing through the
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media, audience witnessing witnesses through the media and witnessing by the media in terms
of journalists (Frosh & Pinchevski, 2009, cited in Kyriakidou, 2015, pp.217-218).
Witnessing suffering through the media poses questions of what the spectator can do about it
and urge the viewers to have an opinion about what they see (Ellis, 2000; Peter, 2010, cited in
Kyriakidou, 2015, p.217).

Witnessing suffering therefore goes beyond seeing something

happen since it implies some sort of participation (Peters, 2001: 708; Rentschler, 2004: 298,
cited in Kyriakidou, 2015, p.217). Witnessing witnesses in media however involves that the
audience shifts between frames of familiarity and otherness making distance a sort of moral
category, which I mentioned in the previous section (Silverstone, 2007, cited in Kyriakidou,
2015, p.218). Finally, witnessing journalists witnessing suffering poses questions of trust in the
media (Kyriakidou, 2015).
Now, in contrast John Durham Peters (2001) argues that by witnessing through mediums such
as television, people are not witnessing suffering but only the mediated event of suffering. In
other words, “Words can be exchanged, but experiences cannot” (Peters, 2001, p.710). Peters
(2001) discuss if media really can “sustain the practice of witnessing” and gives an example of
that there is a difference in being able to say, “I was there” and “I saw it on television” (pp. 717718). The concept of media witnessing in this study is used to explain this study's perspective
on witnessing mediated distant suffering.

5.4 Scale, actuality, and distance
The relationship between sufferers and spectators have recently been explored by Johannes
von Engelhardt (2015) who did a theoretical intervention where he explored what impact scale,
actuality and distance have on the audience responses to mediated suffering. When suffering
is mediated, the sufferer and spectator do not share physical space and therefore the sense of
actuality is limited (Cohen, 2001). One effect of this is described in the Just World theory
(Lerner, 1980, cited in Engelhardt, 2015), that describes how spectators need to believe that
people get what they deserve. In this context, this could mean that people separate the world
in two; one just world that the spectator lives in and one unjust world of the sufferers (Hafer &
Bègue, 2005, cited in Engelhardt, 2015).
Furthermore, psychological experiments have shown that geographical proximity plays an
important role for the spectators to feel empathy (Loewenstein & Small, 2007, cited in
Engelhardt, 2015). In addition, moral distance between spectators and sufferers also plays a
role for feeling empathy (Batson & Shawn, 1991; Cialdini et al, 1997; Cohen, 2001, cited in
Engelhardt, 2015, pp. 699-700). The concept of one-ness contextualizes this and describes that
we are more likely to feel compassion with suffers if we see ourselves in them (Cialdini et al,
1997, cited in Engelhardt, 2015, p.699).
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Henk Prakke’s (1968) model of dimensions of news evaluation also touches upon the topic of
distance and can explain why some events get more attention. According to this model, an
event is more likely to get attention in media if it has short temporal distance, cultural distance
and spatial distance to the audience (ibid.). This model is of relevance for this study since I
believe that a short cultural and spatial distance have importance for the social media user’s
responses to the terror-attack in Nice.
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6. Method and material
This chapter describes the methodological standpoint of this study. It continues to present
how a package approach to framing analysis in combination with qualitative content
analysis will be used to understand themes in the texts. Further on, this section introduces the
selection of data and why it was selected. Finally, this chapter ends with ethical
considerations and motivations for the studies validity.

6.1 Methodological approach
Since the aim of this study is to analyze what frame that can be discovered in the social media
users’ response to the suffering in the Nice-attack, the methodological approach takes its stand
from a qualitative standpoint. When conducting a qualitative content analysis, it is important
to include a reflection of the researcher since individual perspectives can influence the analysis
process (Østbye, Knapskog, Helland, & Larsen, 2004). The researcher in this study is a white
young woman living in Sweden, that never directly experienced or witnessed suffering.
However, she has witnessed all sorts of suffering though news media and social media.

6.2 Frame analysis and qualitative content analysis
In this study, a frame analysis was conducted in combination with a qualitative content
analysis. At first, the idea was to have a quantitative approach because of the amount of
comments that would be analyzed. After conducting a small pilot study using a quantitative
approach it became clear that to decide which frames that was visible in the comments, this
study needed to unpack layers of meaning in the text which is more suitable for a qualitative
approach. Van Gorp (2007) indicates this as well when explaining that frames are expressed
in latent meaning structures and by concentrating on measuring the researcher can instead be
prevented from understanding the frames used.
A qualitative content analysis can be compared to a dialog where the researcher asks questions
to the text and then uses the text itself as well as the theoretical framework to answer these
questions (Østbye, Knapskog, Helland, & Larsen, 2004). By asking questions to the text it is
separated into smaller units. These are then put together when answering the questions which
in turn results in a greater understanding over the latent message (ibid.).

6.3 Analytical model
This study does not aim to generalize but instead identify which frames that were visible in the
wall comments on Aftonbladets Facebook-page towards the distant suffering in the Niceattack. Therefore, the first step in the analysis was to remove comments from the material that
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could not be used to reach this study aim. More details on this selection is described in the
Material section.
The analytical process used for the analysis is inspired by Graneheim’s and Lundman’s (2004)
model for content analysis, Gamson’s and Modigliani’s (1989) package approach and Huang’s
(2016) and El Gazzar’s (2013) method for discovering themes in wall comments.
1. First I will read the units of analysis (the wall comments) several times to get an overview
and then I will read them again more thorough.
2. The unit of analysis will then be condensed to codes.
3. Then the codes will be grouped into categories (and subcategories if needed). The analysis
scheme describes which categories that were used to group the codes. The different categories
were color-coordinated in the material to help the researcher coordinate herself back and forth
in the texts.
Table 6.1. Analysis scheme for framing analysis of online comments on the Niceattack
Categories of analysis

Operational definition

Framing devices:

“The way the writer selects and highlights
some facts of events, or particular words,
and makes connections between them to
promote a
particular interpretation” (El Gazzar, 2013,
p.41).
This is an adoption of the framing devices
presented by Gamson and Modigliani
(1989) and Gamson and Lasch (1983).

Exemplars

Exemplars that the spectators use to
promote an interpretation and connection.

Descriptions

How sufferers and suffering are described
as.

Metaphors

Metaphors that the spectator use to
promote an interpretation.

Catchphrases

Phrases that are easy to remember and are
meant to attract attention and suggest how
the viewer should think about the issue.
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Tone

The tone/emotions that can be manifest or
latent in the comment. Manifest in ways
such as “I feel so sorry” or latent like the use
of “…” to express irony. In this study, I have
decided to add tone as a framing device
because of the materials emotional
character.

Reasoning devices:

“The main argument the writer uses to
support the frame s/he used in writing the
comment
(this could be understood from the overall
meaning of the comment)” (El Gazzar,
2013, p.41). This is an adoption of the
reasoning devices presented by Gamson
and Modigliani (1989) and Gamson and
Lasch (1983), which relates to Entman’s
(1993) framing functions.

Causes

Causes that the writer highlights to support
their framing of suffering and sufferers.

Consequences

Consequences that the writer highlights in
the framing of suffering and sufferers.

4. The categories will be developed into frames based on the adoption of Gamson’s and
Modigliani’s (1989) package approach and inspired by Huang’s (2016) and El Gazzar’s (2013)
emphasis on wall comments emotional character.
5. Then the frames will be compared to each other to find similarities and differences.
Furthermore, they will be analyzed in relation to theories and concepts brought up earlier in
this study, such as the Just world theory (Lerner, 1980, cited in Engelhardt, 2015), the concept
of one-ness (Cialdini et al, 1997, cited in Engelhardt, 2015, p.699) and previous research on
audience responses to distant suffering.

6.4 Material
For this study, I collected data from the Swedish newspaper Aftonbladets Facebook-page. I
consider this a good source of information about different kinds of social media users and
responses to distant suffering, this since they aim to reach the entire Swedish population. The
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selection of material was inspired by Robert V Kozinets (2015) selection guidelines. Kozinets
(2015) emphasis the importance of rich data and a variety of comments to provide the
researcher with a social sense. Before I decided to use Aftonbladet as source of material I
considered using another newspaper in Sweden that also is ranked among the biggest news
sources in the country (Karlsson, 2016). After getting a brief overview over the comments
posted on Aftonbladet’s and Expressen’s Facebook-walls I decided to go forward with only
Aftonbladet since the material contained more rich data for this studies purpose.
When this study's research design was developed, social media comments on a nonprofit
organization were first considered to be the source of material. However, after consulting with
other researchers we reached consensus on that this kind of wall comments might be too
homogenous to fulfill this study's purpose which is to understand different frames of responses
to distant suffering.
The first step towards collecting material for this study was to search for Aftonbladet on
Facebook, enter the function post and search for the word Nice. The next step was to scroll
down to the date of the Nice-attack. Aftonbladet published articles about the Nice-attack on
their Facebook-page during a period of one week (15-21 July). The themes in these articles
varied between inviting the audience to feel compassion and to inform the audience about the
attack. The actors focused on in the texts also varied between victims, the terrorist, witnesses,
and politicians.
For my study, I am interested in the discourse about suffering and therefore I analyzed the
comments on a humanitarian framed article that invited the audience to feel compassion with
victims. The article in focus was titled “Here is the heartbreaking image that reflects the tragedy
in Nice” in the Facebook view and on the website the article was titled “The image that reflects
the tragedy in Nice” (Wigen, 2016). The preamble describes how many that was killed in the
attack and how. Terrorism is not mentioned in the text but instead focus is on the damage that
the attack caused. One witness is quoted saying:
"My husband picked up the children in his arms and started running. I turned around
and saw so many dead people. I even saw a baby that had had her entire head broken”
(Wigen, 2016).
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Image 1: Photograph of one of the victims in the Nice-attack taken by the news
agency Reuters photographer Eric Gaillard (Wigen, 2016).
The image referred to in the article pictures a covered body lying on a street and next to the
body is a child’s doll. The picture was taken by a photographer named Eric Gaillard and was
quickly spread on social media. The French police however urged on their Twitter that people
should not spread images of victims of the attack (Wigen, 2016).
After deciding where the comments were going to be collected from, the next step was to decide
which comments that were going to be analyzed. Comments that were directed towards the
terrorist or politics were deleted from the sample. Also comments that only contained
emoticons or were of informational character like “How can people press the like button on
this article? Horrible”, “They are just trying to spread the article”, “Oh, okay”, were also deleted
from the sample.
To capture how the framings evolved over time I continued to analyze one more humanitarian
framed article comment section that was published the next day. The article published the next
day on the Facebook wall had the headline “Lost both wife and son – here he gets the death
announcement” in both the article version and the Facebook version (Nygren, 2016). In the
preamble, the survivor from the Nice-attack that lost both his wife and son is described as well
as the feelings of despair. In the body of the text the journalist continues to focus on the
survivor and describes how he experienced the Nice-attack and the death of his family. The
descriptions of the survivors’ feelings give the text an emotional tone that invites the audience
to feel compassion.
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Image 2: Photograph of father of Nice-attack victims taken by Anne-Christine
Poujoulat/AFP/TT (Nygren, 2016).
The picture in the article is a collage showing the father holding up his arms in the air standing
outside a hospital and a close-up picture of his son when he was alive (ibid.). In the end, 216
comments were analyzed in the first article and 486 comments were analyzed in the second
article.

6.5 Ethics
I have taken into consideration the ethical research practices outlined by Kozinets (2015).
The analysis of the comments is used without consent from the senders since the comments
were publicly available and the participants should be aware of that what is written is public
and not confidential (Kozinets, 2015, p. 138). However, I will not publish the names of the
social media users since it is not of value for this study.

6.6 Validity
From an epistemological perspective, one can argue that the knowledge produced in this study
is relevant through the questions and aim for this study. From this perspective validity is
achieved through the methods ability to answer questions and aim. Now, the validity could be
questioned in the following ways:
Firstly, the wall comments and the article were conducted in Swedish. Therefore, the texts were
analyzed in Swedish and were then translated to English when quoted in this study. When
translating texts, the grammar can vary a lot as well as the connotation to certain words.
However, I have aimed to translate the texts word by word in a way that keeps the original
meaning attached to the grammar.
Secondly, a weakness in conducting qualitative research by reducing the text to categories in
the purpose of revealing latent meanings the researcher might instead trivialize the latent
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meanings (Gillespie & Toynbee, 2006). To avoid this, I have aimed to be reflexive and open for
multiple frames.
Thirdly, the package approach to framing analysis was developed to analyze news that are very
structured in relation to wall comments that are often more emotional (Huang, 2016).
However, this approach has been proven useful in previous research studies (El Gazzar, 2013;
Huang, 2016) when combined with other methods.
Finally, when analyzing new media technologies such as social media it poses new
methodological challenges (Schneider & Foot, 2004, cited in Yusha’u, 2015). For example, that
the same individual can create several online profiles using different names (ibid.). However,
in this study I am not interested in understanding who the people behind the comments are.
Every comment is considered as a text at the same time as all the comments together is one
text. It is by constantly shifting focus from the whole to the part, that a greater understanding
of the text can be reached.
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7. Analysis and result
The following chapter presents the analysis of the wall comments posted on Aftonbladet in
response to the Nice-attack. Four frames were identified. However, they should not be
completely isolated from each other since they also correlate to some degrees.
In the first articles comment section, there were signs of the first four frames in table 7.1.
However, in the second article the framings had evolved towards only focusing on the moral
conflict frame and the emotional frame. Within the moral conflict frame, people responded to
the suffering by criticizing the witnessing by the media. The reality frame focuses on how
spectators need to understand suffering as a global issue. The justice conflict frame pays
attention to compassion for suffering as something that is deserved based on the nations
actions. Finally, an emotional frame is revealed among the comments which describe how
spectators express how they feel when encountering the suffering on Aftonbladet’s Facebookpage.
Table 7.1. Frames of online comments on The Nice-attack
Frame

Moral conflict

Exemplars

“Stop publishing
photos – what if
it was your
daughter […]”.

Descriptions

Victims
described as just
like us, suffering
described as
awful, media
viewed as
disgraceful

Metaphors

“Every time you
publish this
picture you add
more insult to
injury”

Catchphrases

“What if it were
your daughter?”

Reality
conflict
“It is the
same as when
the picture of
a dead kid in
the refugee
crisis last fall.
It shows how
awful reality
is
sometimes”
Suffering
described as
reality and
the sufferers
are the
Swedish
people in the
future.
“Time to
wake up”,
“open your
eyes”.

“This is how
reality is
like”. “Do not
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Justice conflict

Emotional

“People always
fight in the
middle-east so I
do not care
anymore – but
when it happens
in Europe it is
sad”

“It is so awful that I
cannot find the
words and I am
falling into a hole of
hopelessness”

“Here we have
people living in
a land of peace
[…] and they get
murdered”.

Suffering described
as tragic. Sufferers
described as
innocent.

“France is
bombing other
countries but
does not want
blood and fear
on their own
home ground”
“France is
paying an old
debt”

“The words just get
stuck in my throat”,
“It breaks my heart”

“There are no
words”

Tone
Cause

Condemnatory.
It is not ethical
to publish
pictures of dead
people – no
matter what
country they
come from.
Consequences Relatives to the
victims will be so
devastated when
they witness the
suffering
through media.

hide the
truth”.
Pessimistic.
“It can be
hard to
understand a
reality that is
foreign to us”
People will
now
understand
how reality
looks like.

Haughty.
Some countries
brought
suffering upon
themselves.

Shocked.
“What is horrible is
that was children
that was killed”

Evil can strike
anywhere in the
world but not all
suffering can
evoke our
compassion.

“My view of the
world versus reality
– they are crossing
apart”

7.1 Day 1
In this section, the analysis of the comments posted towards the article “Here is the
heartbreaking image that reflects the tragedy in Nice” (Wigen, 2016) published on
Aftonbladets Facebook wall July 15, 2016.

7.1.1 Moral conflict frame
The comments within this frame focuses on the moral aspects of witnessing the suffering
caused by terrorism. The journalist’s humanitarian framing of the Nice-attack and the
invitation to feeling compassion that is expressed in the headline “Here is the heartbreaking
image that reflects the tragedy in Nice” is met with skepticism from the audience. Attention is
drawn to moral questions of witnessing distant suffering and center around the picture taken
of one of the victims in the Nice-attack. Several users express their dislike against the
publishing of the photo by making comparisons with suffering taking place in their own
geographical space or referencing to the feelings of relatives to the victim.
“So, if I die and someone takes a photo of me, is it okay as long as my face is hidden ...?
I do not think so... […]” (1)
“[…] Do you really think that a mom or relatives need to see their dead child spread on
the web in this way !?[…]” (2)
Examples like these and the rest of the comments within this frame have a tone that can be
described as condemnatory since users are expressing disapproval against the representation
of suffering by referencing to what is ethical and moral. Compassion is expressed in this frame
in terms of making the sufferers suffering their own.
They feel compassion for them because they can imagine how it would be like to be them. This
is an example of how imagination is a moral force, as brought up by Taylor (2002, cited in
Orgad 2012, p.47) and Silverstone (2007).
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“Stop publishing photos .... think if it was your daughter, son, parent, partner ...

” (3)

That spectators are more likely to feel empathy for victims of terror attacks when they are
framed in a way that allows the spectator to identify with the victim have been identified in
previous studies (Fahmy, 2010; Persson, 2004, cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015). However,
if this ability to imagine how it would be like to be directly affected by the Nice-attack is
determined by the geographical and cultural distance is hard to prove based on just looking at
one comment thread. However, there is an ongoing discussion on the Facebook wall about this
and several users express that this kind of terror attacks happen all the time in the world, but
since it happened in France now – suddenly people care.
“Many have forgotten THE CARGO FILLED WITH PESTICIDE SPRAINED OVER 200
HUMAN BEINGS NOT THAT LONG AGO!!! Talk about making a difference of what
people's worth!! […]” (4)
“Longer distance might be the reason?” (5)
One user imagines how it would be if one of Sweden's topics of suffering, rape, would be
represented in media like the Nice-attack.
“Rapes are happening all the time in Sweden, should we ask the victims if we can take
a picture of them and publish them all over the net because people need to understand
that rapes etc. have increased in Sweden? […]” (6)
This comment uses irony to highlights this frame overall suggestion that suffering should be
viewed as something private and that people do not need visual content to feel compassion.
Furthermore, there are often references to relatives’ feelings within this frame and the
metaphor “add more salt to injury” is used to describe how witnessing the suffering will not
help anyone but instead harm the feelings of relatives to the victims. This focus on feelings can
be connected to Boltanski’s (1999) topics of suffering and the theme of sentiment. Even though
the focus is not primarily on sufferers or benefactors, like in Boltanski’s (1999) theme, there is
a focus on compassion towards those that are affected by the Nice-attack – the relatives. At the
same time, this frame also involves to some degree what Mortensen and Trenz (2016) identify
as critical and justice responses since uses are critical of the use of photographs of victims and
refers to ethics in their argumentation. This kind of correlation between different themes was
identified in Mortensen’s and Trenz’s (2016) and Huang’s (2016) studies as well.
The moral conflict frame also consists of comparisons and exemplars from other disasters such
as the refugee crisis. The refugee crisis was widely debated in social media in Sweden during
2015 and the primary reason for this was that a photo of a dead refugee boy named Alan was
spread on social media (Ohlsson, 2016). Comments within this frame argued that there is no
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difference between that picture and the picture of the victim in the Nice-attack – it is morally
wrong that journalists publish photos of dead people no matter what circumstances or
geographical distance.
The comments could be signs of cosmopolitanism (Chouliaraki, 2006), where the spectator
acts (express their opinion towards the representation of the Nice-attack) for sufferers that are
not part of their own community. However, this view could be questioned if we in line with
Höijer (2004) see sufferers as culturally constructed. Then the strong feelings towards
publishing pictures of dead victims should do with the fact that they were children whom we
have a stronger urge to feel compassion with since they are viewed as defenseless and innocent.
This is however condemned by one of the users that criticize the medias use of photos of
children to evoke compassion.
“Get yourself together, Aftonbladet! The really heartbreaking picture was all bloody
and deformed bodies! Everything is heartbreaking throughout the story - no matter
how old the victims are !!!!” (7)
Within this frame, the journalists witnessing of the suffering is met with mistrust. This kind of
reaction have previously been documented in Kyriakidous (2015) three dimensions of media
witnessing. In the dimension of witnessing by the media, or more specific, when the audience
witness journalists witnessing suffering, it poses questions of trust in the media. The mistrust
towards the witnessing by the media is not expressed in terms of authenticity or the medias
representational practices, as brought up by Kyriakidous (2013), but instead in terms of the
reason behind the witnessing of the suffering caused in the Nice-attack.
“It's already so tragic as it can be, why show these pictures? We understand without
having to see this. […]” (8)
“Why do you publish pictures of the tragedy? ? French police have specifically asked
that you do not share the pictures!” (9)
In addition, some users reflect upon the very purpose of journalism and argue that the
spreading of pictures of sufferers are not in line with their democratic assignment.
“[…] The newspaper should only write facts and not distribute images of people who
have been victims of this deed. […]” (10)
This morally critical perspective on medias reasons for publishing photos of victims in the
Nice-attack can also be compared to Mortensen and Trenz (2016) findings on responses to the
photo of the refugee boy Alan that I mentioned previously in the text. In their study, they
identify social media users as meta-observers that reflect on the conditions of moral
spectatorship (ibid.). Just like in my study, some users were critical to the consequences of
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sharing the picture on social media and argued that the relatives should be able to grieve in
peace.
In conclusion, in the moral conflict frame the readers are suggested to place themselves in the
perspective of relatives to victims and to think of suffering as consisting of moral questions. In
addition, the readers are urged to understand suffering as something private.

7.1.2 Reality conflict frame
When it comes to the audience response to the articles with humanitarian framing and
invitation to evoke compassion, comments within the reality conflict frame view the suffering
as an example of reality rather than something that evokes strong feelings of compassion. More
focus is put on the terror attack that happened than on the consequences for actual victims and
relatives to those.
The reality conflict frame can in some respects be viewed as oppositional towards the moral
conflict fame. In contrast to the moral conflict frame where users argue that people can
understand that there is suffering without witnessing pictures of it – comments in the reality
conflict frame stresses that people cannot fully understand that there is suffering in the world
unless they are faced with it in pictures.
“It is so horrible. Unfortunately, ordinary people need to see what death looks like to
understand reality, maybe we Swedes more than anyone else with the security we had
all these years. Otherwise, it will only be words in a newspaper. […]” (11)
This framing of suffering as something difficult to understand is also referred to spectators’
background and the capability to imagine how it would be to experience suffering.
“Sweden has been a safe country in all respects for a long time so it can be difficult to
relate to a reality that is strange to us.” (12)
Here, the concept of one-ness which describes that we are more likely to feel compassion with
suffers if we see ourselves in them (Cialdini et al, 1997, cited in Engelhardt, 2015, p.699) can
to some degree explain this reasoning. As mentioned in the background, several terror attacks
had occurred in France during the past year before the Nice-attack. Here the user tries to
explain other users’ resistance to understand reality with that they cannot imagine how it
would be living in a country where terror attacks has happened multiple times during a short
time period.
In this frame, there is as the title of the frame suggest, a strong emphasis on reality. Users
express a pessimistic tone when implying that people are not aware of the reality they are living
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in. In this case it refers to that they do not understand that there is suffering in the world and
in addition that it will soon be part of “our” reality.
“Reality must be displayed even if it is brutal. There are people who want to live in
denial and claim that the risks are minimal. […]” (13)
Within this framing there were a strong emphasis on how Islam caused the suffering and that
those who do not understand this reality needs to “wake up”. Metaphors such as “open your
eyes” was used to describe that Islam caused and will cause more suffering in the future. In
addition, people were suggested to understand that suffering and terrorism can occur
anywhere at any time.
“Maybe it's time for you to open your eyes then and see what the reality looks like” (14)
“[…] Wake up! Islam with its sick attitude will soon strike again. […]” (15)
The use of these metaphors can be interpreted quite literally as in that people should pay
attention to people practicing Islam since they really are the cause of suffering in this world.
There are some Islamophobic comments in this frame. As brought up in the introduction to
this study, framings as a form of representation are considered important as far as they lead to
certain action, according to Siapera (2010). Here we can see how the framing of suffering as
caused by Islam can potentially lead to actions such as mistrust against an entire group of
people for example.
This strong emphasis on reality and that people need to understand that there is suffering in
the world and that it will soon be our suffering can be interpreted as an emphasis on that
nations and their suffering are not separated from each other. Instead, what happens in one
country will affect the others. This kind of reasoning has previously been identified as a
discourse of inescapability where the spectator is supposed to realize that what seems to be
distant global events (like in this case terrorism) could reach and threaten the spectator
wherever they are situated in the world (Berglez, 2013).
Now, like in the moral conflict frame, several users make comparisons between the Nice-attack
and the refugee crisis.
“[…] It is the same as when the picture of a dead kid in the refugee crisis last fall. It
shows how awful reality is sometimes. […]” (16)
The use of exemplars with comparison can be interpreted as removing the Nice-attack from a
national suffering frame to a global suffering frame.
However, in contrast to the moral conflict frame, the witnessing by the media is not questioned
at all in terms of authenticity and representation like suggested by Kyriakidou (2013). Instead
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the witnessing is described as reflecting reality. This view is similar to the reflectionist
approach that can be described as thinking that there are “pre-existing meanings of “the real”
that representations simply reflects (Orgad, 2012). The belief that photographs are proof of
that something is real is a perfect example of this (ibid.).
Within the reality conflict frame, mediated distant suffering, in this case with focus on the
picture rather than the written text, is suggested to have a great impact on spectator’s actions.
This view is in line with the first dimension of mediated witnessing where witnessing suffering
through the media is described as posing questions of what the spectator can do about it and
urge the viewer to have an opinion about what they see (Ellis, 2000; Peter, 2010, cited in
Kyriakidou, 2015, p.217).
“If you “avoid” to see the picture – people avoid thinking and taking a stand ..” (17)
This optimistic view of thinking that if people knew about the suffering they would act is not
completely true though. People know about suffering but does not necessarily choose to act
(Orgad, Vella, Seu, Flanagan, Bray, Daynes, Paddy & Morrison, 2012). This is also expressed
by some users on the Facebook wall as well.
“[…] Everyone already knows what's going on, but we're powerless with those
politicians sitting in the realm, we all know this is just the beginning of it all.” (18)
In conclusion, the reality conflict frame suggest that the audience should think of the mediated
suffering as a reflection of reality and understand suffering as a global issue and something
unavoidable.

7.1.3 Justice conflict frame
As brought up in chapter 4, there have been studies on how peoples compassion is linked to
certain constructions of ideal victims such as innocent, defenseless children for example
(Höijer, 2004). Feeling compassion for someone can in this sense be connected to whether the
victim is deserving this in terms of innocence. In other words, in the justice conflict frame,
suffering is discussed in terms of justice. From one perspective, there is no reason to feel
compassion for the sufferers since they have brought this upon themselves and by so do not
deserve to be viewed as ideal victims since they are not completely innocent.
“France bombs other countries but they do not want blood and terror at home

”

(19)
“[…] Do innocent people deserve to die just because France made such a thing you
mean?” (20)
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The catchphrase/metaphor “France is paying an old debt” is a good example of this rhetoric of
justice where compassion towards the sufferer are exchanged against feelings of what is right
and wrong in terms of justice instead of ethics. Now, this frame of justice can be viewed from
the Just World Theory (Lerner, 1980, cited in Engelhardt, 2015) that describes how spectators
need to believe that people get what they deserve. The nation caused suffering in other
countries and therefore they experienced suffering as well. This view of that people gets what
they deserve can also be seen in comments that question why the suffering occurred at all.
“[…] Why are they attacking France from of all countries in Europe?” (21)
This comment can be interpreted as suggesting that there are other countries that “deserve”
terror attacks “more” than France and by so it is implying that there must be some justice in
the world. Furthermore, in this argumentation of justice there are signs of compassion fatigue
when writing about the victims.
“It is always trouble in Arab countries. At least I cannot care about it anymore. But it is
sad that the conflicts have now reached Europe” (22)
Moeller’s (1999, cited in Orgad & Seu, 2014, p,16) compassion fatigue describes how the media
representations of suffering fails to evoke the viewers compassion when the news coverage is
repetitive and sensationalized. However, Chouliaraki (2006) theorize that compassion fatigue,
here described as when audience feel apathetic towards suffering, has more to do with the fact
that journalists are selective when it comes to which victims and suffering is reported about.
In this context, I interpret it as that the user has seen so much mediated suffering in Arab
countries. This can explain why the user does not feel compassion for victim in Arab countries
but instead feels empathy for victims in a country that is not so strongly connected to suffering
already.
Victims innocence is also brought up by comparing them with victims in the refugee crisis.
“[…] People that are on the run there are always those who do not arrive. It's sad that
people need to fly.
But here you have someone living in a country in peace and going to celebrate the
national day. And murdered ... […]” (23)
It is sad that people suffer in the refugee crisis, but the victims in the Nice-attack were living in
peace and that makes the user more upset. This could be explained by the concept of one-ness
(Cialdini et al, 1997, cited in Engelhardt, 2015, p.699) once again and the cultural and
geographical distance between spectator and sufferer. Sweden is also considered a country in
peace and this is what helps the user to feel compassion with the sufferers. They can imagine
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how it would be to be them because they can see something of themselves (their cultural
background) in the victims.
References to the dead refugee boy Alan is brought up as an example of that the Nice-attack is
somehow a consequence of when people in the past have expressed compassion towards
victims.
“When everyone saw the image of the little boy on the beach, everyone would OPEN
their limits! Here is one of the results of it.” (24)
This comment could be viewed as an example of the ongoing debate around the refugee crisis
and whether the EU borders should be closed or not (Obradovic-Wochnik & Stojić Mitrović,
2016).
In the justice conflict frame, sufferers are not referred to as mothers and children like in the
moral conflict frame or as an imaginary future self that one day might be in center of a terror
attack. Instead sufferers here are framed as simply people or the very nation itself. What kind
of effect might this have to the framing of suffering then? According to Machin and Mayr
(2012), individualization of participants allows us to feel empathy with them. The lack of
personification and individualization might suggest an understanding of suffering as
something that happens to an anonymous other and by so does not invite the spectator to feel
compassion.
In conclusion, the justice conflict frame suggest that the audience should think of suffering in
terms of justice and that they should understand compassion as something that the sufferers
can deserve or not.

7.1.4 Emotional frame
Among the four packages, only this frame shows a clear focus on suffering and sufferers from
an emotional perspective. The emotional frame shows similar findings as in Höijer’s (2004)
tender-filled compassion frame that described how spectators respond to mediated distant
suffering by express how oneself is feeling pity and empathy towards sufferers. For example,
“‘It breaks my heart when I see refugees […]” (p.522). In this study users expressed similar
responses when describing compassion towards victims of the Nice-attack.
“It is so horrific that my words are running out and I fall into a hole of hopelessness.
No anger, just empty despair ...” (25)
The emotional frame in the comment section is similar to Aftonbladet’s humanitarian frame.
In the article, the audience is invited to think of the suffering as heartbreaking and an eyewitnesses is quoted describing how she saw an infant’s head crushed in the attack. Users within
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the emotional frame are accepting the dominant meaning encoded in the article by expressing
shock and feelings of despair (Hall 1980, cited in Thussu 2006, p. 56).
Within this frame users are expressing compassion by explaining how the suffering makes
them feel grief, horror and anxiety.
“Now I cannot stop the tears from coming, damn

So tragic ..!!” (26)

“Terrible you get afraid of the dark wondering how anyone can have the stomach to be
able to kill innocent people who have not done anything?” (27)
This questioning of how some people can cause suffering are signs of the Just World Theory
(Lerner, 1980, cited in Engelhardt, 2015) that can lead to a view of the world as separated in
two – one world where suffering happens and one safe world were the spectator is situated
(Hafer & Bègue, 2005, cited in Mortensen & Trenz, 2016).
“I do not have words! My view of the world versus reality, they go far apart!” (28)
The comment above is a good example of this and how the tone within the emotional frame
express feelings of shock. Unlike from the other three packages, here spectators do not
encourage any sort of action to be taken like stop publishing pictures of terror-victims, start
thinking about that we could be the ones suffering from terror attacks in the future or think
about what France did to deserve this. Instead the users within this frame are shocked and
paralyzed which can be described with the metaphor “there are no words”.
Just like in Mortensen’s and Trenz’s (2016) study of responses to the picture of the dead
refugee boy Alan, users relate their feelings towards the picture of the Nice-attack victim to
when they felt emotional towards images in their past.
“This picture will be in memory as much as the picture from the Vietnam War, naked
girl who despaired and crying for his life from Napalm bomb

” (29)

By “drawing intertextual references” the user stresses the familiarity that these kinds of visual
icons involve (Hariman & Lucaites, 2007, cited in Mortensen & Trenz, 2016).
In conclusion, the emotional frame suggest that the viewer thinks of suffering in terms of how
it affects the viewer and understands the suffering as something horrible and far from our
reality.

7.1.5 Summary day 1
The day after the Nice-attack, 15 July, Aftonbladet publishes an article about the terror attack
on their Facebook-page. The article has a humanitarian framing, highlighting how children
were killed in the attack and was showing a picture of one of the victims placed next to a doll.
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The responses to Aftonbladet’s frame results in four different frames: the moral conflict frame,
the reality conflict frame, the justice conflict frame and the emotional frame. Within the moral
conflict frame the focus was on the medias witnessing of the suffering and strong critic was
expressed towards Aftonbladet’s choice to publish the picture of the Nice-victim. Most of the
comments revealed around the audiences’ identification towards the sufferers which in turn
evolved into different opinions focusing on ethics, reality, justice and emotions. In the end, the
framings were not so much about the sufferers but more about us.

7.2 Day 2
In this section, the analysis of the comments posted towards the article “Lost both wife and
son – here he gets the death announcement” (Nygren, 2016) published on Aftonbladets
Facebook wall July 16, 2016.

7.2.1 Moral conflict frame
During the second day, the moral conflict frame continued to be visible in the comment section.
Just like in the comment section in the article “Here is the heartbreaking image that reflects
the tragedy in Nice”, there is a visible framing of the publishing of photographs covering
sufferers as unethical. In fact, the comments were so overwhelmingly focused on how terrible
it was that Aftonbladet published the photo of the grieving father that Aftonbladets publisher,
Sofia Olsson Olsén, wrote an official statement in the comment section where she defended
their choice to publish it. Since the statement was a link to a tweet and the tweet is not
accessible today, I refer to the newspaper Resumes that quoted the statement.
“The publication is carefully considered, just as we refrain from many pictures. The
world is nasty, full of sadness. The man has talked in public.” (Färlin, 2016)
In the article by Resume (Färlin, 2016) Aftonbladet’s publisher further explains that
“journalism is to show reality”. Clearly, this view is within the reality conflict frame and is a
good example of a reflectionist approach (Orgad, 2012) to journalism.
As mentioned before, this view of representation of suffering is not shared by most of the social
media users responding in the comment section. Within the moral conflict frame, suffering is
something private and therefore publishing pictures of a mourning father and describing his
current life situations is unethical.
“[…] This is too private. Let him scream out his pain without being photographed.” (30)
Within this comment section, social media users do not just feel compassion with the sufferers
because they can imagine how it would be like to be them but instead takes this a step further
by mirroring their own lives in the reporting of the Nice-attack.
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“Aftonbladet always wants to dig in someone else's despair, when my son tragically died
in a car crash, they chased both me and my son's colleagues! Horrible Aftonbladet I just
say !!!!!” (31)
This way of turning focus from the Nice-attack victims towards the spectators and their
narratives of suffering is similar to Recuber’s (2015) findings on Tumblr that also showed how
users “micro-narratives of suffering came to subsume the considerations of others’ misfortunes
[…] (p.74).
Spectators also pointed out how their life situation made them identify themselves with the
sufferer. Once again showing how the concept of one-ness (Cialdini et al, 1997, cited in
Engelhardt, 2015) could be interpreted in the material.
“This is hell hell to hell how to hell can you share something so private .. my little 3year-old daughter is safe in my bed and sleeps, and I cannot understand that your damn
media will hang out a mourning dad who just lost his wife and just found out that his
4-year-old also had the same fate to meet. The media should learn not to hang out
private individuals in this way.” (32)
As mentioned in chapter 5.3, audience attention can be interpreted from the three levels of
news value (Prakke, 1968). That some users mirror themselves in the sufferers’ situation could
be signs of how the short spatial and cultural distance invites the audience to feel compassion.
This is something that other users in turn bring up as unethical.
“Funny that all the idiots wake up after this. For fucks sake when they publish
interviews from the war in Afghanistan or Iraq, nothing is said about low levels and
individual focus. […]” (33)
In the moral conflict frame, the focus is on how witnessing mediated suffering poses questions
of ethics but now users are explicitly arguing that the witnessing of suffering by the media is
more horrible then the suffering itself.
“I do not know what is most inhuman and disgusting, the way this man lost his family,
or that the media obviously enjoys how his whole world has been completely broken.”
(34)
Furthermore, the consequence of the medias witnessing of suffering is that spectators
encourage each other to stop using Aftonbladet as source of news. In conclusion, the moral
conflict frame in this comment section suggest thinking of the Nice-attack as part of an
intertextual narrative of Aftonbladet as unethical. In addition, this framing suggests an
understanding of suffering as something private, just like in the comment section the day
before.
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7.2.2 Emotional frame
The emotional frame in this comment section focuses on how the publishing of the picture of
the sufferers make them feel. The comments towards this article are critical towards the media
witnessing of suffering just like in the moral conflict frame.
“How does it feel in the stomach when you publish pictures like these? It hurts in my
heart to even think the thought of losing those I love more than life. It makes me sick
to my stomach to think about the idea that someone in my worst moments photographs
me […]”
The emotional frame in the comment section the day before described feelings of shock and
dejection while the emotional frame in this comment section rather express outrage and anger.
“Do you have any damn respect for hell??! So damn annoyed.” (36)
This comment is a good example of how users express outrage by using curse words and
punctuations and how the representation of suffering makes them feel outrage. These findings
are in line with previous studies that show that anger is the emotion that is spread most broadly
in social media (Fan, Zhao, Chen & Xu, 2013 cited in Huang, 2016; Huang, 2016).
Furthermore, the social media users emotional framing of the suffering is tightly connected to
the individualization of the sufferer. Users emphasis that the sufferer is an individual by
referring to him as a person, a man, and a father.
“[…] It's a person you show a picture on and a man who gets the worst message of his
life. […]” (37)
By viewing the sufferer as an individual, it is easier to associate him as a real person (Hansen
& Machin, 2013). This is in line with Aftonbladet’s framing as well since the entire article is
describing how the Nice-attack affects one individual. This story telling technique of letting
one person represent a group is within media logic theory called personification and is a
common technique when publishing news stories (Nord & Strömbäck, 2009). Furthermore, I
argue that this makes it easier for the social media users to see themselves in the sufferer.
The emphasis on that the sufferers are individuals is taken to a new level in the next example
and brings us to Chouliaraki’s (2006) paradoxes of mediation.
“Terrible, take away this !!! This is no soap, this is a real human, for fucks sake.” (38)
Here the users argue that the representation of suffering is not fiction like in a soap opera and
therefore it makes the spectator upset. The paradox of technology describes how technology
from one perspective “closes the moral distance between spectators and sufferers” but at the
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same time it “fictionalize the suffering” which makes the spectator indifferent (Chouliaraki,
2006, p.37).
Finally, as mentioned in the introduction, social media poses a different kind of context for
witnessing mediated suffering than traditional media since the audience can read each other’s
responses as well as encourage each other to act (Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). The comment
below is a good example of this.
“I became so proud of my fellow human beings and the reaction shown here on this
your total publicist lows. Sorry Aftonbladet, but that reaction was powerful and agreed
on a rare occurrence. You can have it.” (39)
In conclusion, the emotional frame within this comment section suggest that the spectator
should think of the representation of suffering in terms of how it makes the spectator feel and
understand it as something horrible.

7.2.3 Summary day 2
The day after that, July 16, Aftonbladet published another article that invited the audience to
feel compassion with a father that lost his family in the Nice-attack. Once again publishing a
picture of victims in the Nice-attack as well as survivors. The responses towards this
humanitarian framing were categorized in a moral conflict frame and an emotional frame.
Most of the comments expressed critique towards Aftonbladet’s choice of publishing the
picture, refencing to both ethics and the audiences own experiences of having their suffering
published in media. Together the users created an intertextual narrative of Aftonbladet as
unethical.
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8. Conclusion
This study explored how users of social media express their opinions towards suffering caused
by terrorism through comments on a Swedish newspapers Facebook wall. The study showed
that opinions expressed on the Facebook wall revealed frames of audience responses to the
Nice-attack which were visible by certain words and tones that were formed and discussed.
Therefore, this study contributes with knowledge about how framing theory can be used for
analyzing user generated content in addition to news articles.
This kind of findings of frames, have previously been recognized as useful to “predict public
opinion towards specific issues in society” (El Gazzar, 2013, p.46). However, responses in
social media should not be seen as reflecting the public response to suffering, since not all
people view social media as the platform for “public expressions of solidarity” (Zammit Borda,
2016). This study’s findings should not be understood as general knowledge about audience
responses to suffering caused by terrorism. Instead they should be understood as knowledge
about responses to the suffering presented in two humanitarian framings of the Nice-attack in
articles on Aftonbladet’s Facebook-wall.
Now, when comparing the four frames that were visible for two days, we can draw the
conclusion that all but one of them, the justice conflict frame, involved signs of compassion
based on identification. The justice conflict frame involved identification but rather
compassion fatigue than compassion. In addition, the comments within the justice conflict
frame could be interpreted as signs of a racist narrative play which value European lives more
than the lives of those living in the Middle East. However, I believe that this is not the case in
this framing. Instead the identification with the Nice-attack victims seems to be more based
on the short cultural and spatial distance (Prakke, 1968), as well as the audiences’ connotation
of France as a peaceful country. In addition, the construction of Nice-attack victims as
individuals possessing of agency, like the grieving father in article two, could also help to
explain why the audience shows signs of identification and compassion (Chouliaraki, 2006).
The overall conclusion I draw is that the spatial and cultural distance and the audience feeling
of one-ness (Cialdini et al, 1997, cited in Engelhardt, 2015) with the sufferers contributed to
these frames. France is a common destination for tourism which could possibly strengthen the
cultural connection towards the Nice-attack (Eurostat, 2015). Those who have not themselves
visited France have most likely seen movies taken place in France (Graham, 2015), which in
turn can ease the viewers’ imagination of how it would be like to be directly affected by the
Nice-attack.
In addition, I also argue, in line with Huang (2016), that the frames should not be viewed as
completely isolated from each other but instead correlating and echoing each other. This was
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especially visible during the second day where the emotional and moral conflict framing
together pointed towards to an understanding of the Nice-attack in terms of how horrible it
was that Aftonbladet published pictures of the sufferers.
Since the analysis was done over two days, the day after the Nice-attack occurred and the day
after that, it revealed how the opinions towards the suffering evolved. The second article’s
comment section involved only two frames, while the first article’s comment section involved
all four frames. The reason for this might be that the first article did not focus on individuals,
making it easier for the audience to discuss suffering from less emotional perspectives as well,
such as the justice conflict frame and the reality conflict frame, that is more focused on
suffering from a more outdistanced perspective. Another reason for why the social media users
responded with more compassion during the second day could be explained by what Höijer
(2004) describes as ideal victim images. Spectators are more likely to feel compassion with the
sufferers if they view them as innocent, in this case this is possible due to the close-up picture
of the child (ibid.). If we compare this study's findings with previous research, it becomes clear
that the emotional frame in this study is similar to Höijer’s (2004) tender-hearted compassion
theme and Boltanski’s (1999) topics of sentiment where spectators express compassion
towards victims.
Now, when journalists are framing distant suffering within the local context of the audience it
is referred to as domestication (Clausen, 2004, cited in Joye, 2015). The problem with a
dominant use of domestication is, according to Joye (2015), the risk that “distant events are
increasingly assessed on their potential to be domesticated” (p.690). From the context of social
media, the danger could be that newspapers only publish articles about suffering with a short
cultural and spatial distance on their Facebook-pages because of their potential to generate
audience responses. One might argue that that is not a problem since users can simply go to
the newspapers webpage, however with Facebook increasingly being used as platform for
consuming news (Mediavision, 2016), I argue that this could still be a potential problem.
Since frames are considered a cultural phenomenon they seem normal and in so also can be
regarded as a power mechanism (Gamson et al, 1992, cited in Van Gorp, 2007, p.63). In this
context, I argue that power can be viewed as the power to frame who is considered a victim and
deserving of compassion and action. By showing how social media users respond to distant
suffering, in this case the Nice-attack, it became clear that compassion was possible due to the
audience ability to see oneself in the suffers. Therefore, this study contributes with support to
previous research that also showed that spectators are more likely to feel empathy with victims
of terror attacks when they are framed in a way that allows the spectator to identify with the
victims (Fahmy, 2010; Persson, 2004, cited in Abdulllah & Elareshi, 2015).
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Now, this study’s approach to mediated witnessing was inspired by Kyriakidou’s (2015)
theoretical framework of witnessing: through media, through witnesses and by the media. In
the moral conflict frame during both days, the witnessing by the media, more precisely the
photographs of the victims of the Nice-attack, was criticized by the social media users. There
was no questioning of the witnessing by the media in terms of authenticity or representation
(Kyriakidou, 2015) but instead users questioned the moral choice of publishing photos of
victims. The fact that the interactive audience responses towards suffering took a quick turn
towards ethics is what makes it differ from similar previous studies findings (Höijer, 2004;
Mortensen & Trenz, 2016). However, in line with Peters (2001) one can argue that the reactions
within the moral conflict frames were not towards suffering itself but towards the mediated
event of suffering.
As argued before digital media (Chouliaraki, 2016) and more specific social networking sites
(El Gazzar, 2013) are important channels and sources of information to analyze in the search
for a greater understanding of the development of public opinion and civic responsiveness. In
addition, I argue that this study’s findings are part of a greater understanding of how media
texts today are interconnected with user generated content and how they together cultivate a
global imagination of distant suffering (Orgad, 2012).
This study has had some limitations. Only a small part of the comments that were posted
during the week that the Nice-attack was published on Aftonbladets Facebook-wall was
analyzed. Therefore, I suggest future research to be done with a bigger sample of comments.
Another limitation was this study’s focus on responses to humanitarian framed articles. In the
future, studies could be done on a greater number of article’s comment sections to understand
different audience framings of issues.
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Appendix
In this section, the comments cited in the analysis of responds day 1 and 2 are accounted for.
Day 1
1.

Name om jag dör och man tar ett kort så är det okej så länge mitt ansikte döljs...?
JAG tycker inte det... Blanda inte in EU i detta omänskliga förfarande, själviskt
ideologiska tänkt som dessa människor försöker att pracka på/tvinga på oss
demokratiskt, mångkulturella människor! FÖRDÖMER allt detta står för av hela mitt
hjärta!
July 15, 2016 at 12:42pm

2.

Name Visst vi vet inte vem som är på bilden men har ni tänkt att anhöriga vet vem
som är på bilden som nu sprids över hela nätet!? Tycker ni verkligen att en mamma
eller anhöriga skall behöva se sitt döda barn spridas på nätet på detta viset!? Detta är
verkligen vidrigt på alla sätt och vis mot offrets anhöriga!!! Som sagt vi vet inte vem
det är men familjen vet vem det är och varje gång denna bilden dyker upp så sätter ni
lite mer salt i såret!!! Tvi fan för er!
July 15, 2016 at 12:40pm

3.

Name Sluta publicera bilder....tänk om det var din dotter, son, förälder, partner... ?
July 15, 2016 at 2:39pm

4.

Name Många som glömt LASTBILEN FYLLD MED SPRÄNGMEDEL SPRÄNGDE
ÖVER 200 MÄNNISKOR TILLDÖDS FÖR EN KORT TID SEDAN!!! Snacka om att
göra skillnad på människors värde!!
July 15, 2016 at 12:27pm

5.

Name längre avstånd kanske orsaken?
July 15, 2016 at 12:34pm

6.

Name Name det sker våldtäkter jämt i sverige , skall vi be offren om vi kan fota dom
och lägga ut dom över hela nätet för att folk måste förstå att våldtäkter mm har ökat i
sverige? Det va det sämsta ursäkten jag har hört! Alla vet redan vad som sker men vi
är maktlösa med dom politiker som sitter i regerigen , vi alla vet att detta är bara
början av det hela.
LikeShow more reactions
July 15, 2016 at 11:14pm

7.

Name Skärpning Aftonbladet! Den riktigt hjärtskärande bilden var alla blodiga och
deformerade kroppar! ALLT är hjärtskärande i hela historien - oavsett hur gamla
offren är!!!
July 15, 2016 at 7:47pm

8.

Name Håller helt med dig. Det är redan så tragiskt det kan bli varför visa dessa bilder
vi förstår utan att behöva se detta. All respekt till alla inblandade och deras nära och
kära.
July 15, 2016 at 3:27pm

9.

Name Varför lägger ni upp bilder från tragedin? ? Fransk polis har speciellt bett om
att man inte ska dela bilderna!
July 15, 2016 at 1:02pm
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10.

Name Där håller jag inte med! Om dockan inte varit med i bild hade man inte kunnat
identifiera. Detta bild visar bara grymheten och makten i sån här dåd. Tidningen ska
bara skriva fakta och inte sprida bilder på folk som fallit offer för detta dåd. Det finns
människor som sitter och klappar händerna åt att tidningen vissa såna bilder. Att
någon åter igen lyckas sprida skräck.
July 15, 2016 at 12:37pm

11.

Name Så hemskt. Tyvärr behöver vanligt folk se hur döden ser ut för att förstå
verkligheten, kanske vi svenskar mer än någon annan med den trygghet vi haft alla år.
Annars blir det bara ord i en tidning. Så här ser terrorismen ut och den kan snart vara
här på riktigt.
July 15, 2016 at 12:37pm ·

12.

Name Ja givetvis menar bara att Sverige länge varit ett tryggt land i alla avseenden så
det kan vara svårt att förhålla sig till en verklighet som är främmande för oss
July 15, 2016 at 12:44pm

13.

Name Verkligheten måste visas även om den är brutal. Det finns människor som vill
förtränga och påstå att riskerna är minimala. Det krävs ögonöppnare för dessa
människor för att stoppa vansinnet och ondskan.
July 15, 2016 at 12:39pm

14.

Name Kanske dags att du öppnar ögonen då och se hur verkligheten ser ut.
July 15, 2016 at 4:33pm

15.

Name Hörru stolpskott. Nu har islam dödat igen och det inget engångsdåd som
breivik. Islam stod för 9/11, Istanbull,Belgien,Paris, t.o.m i stockholm för några år sen
och många många andra dåd över världen. Vakna ur koman! Islam med sin sjuka
inställning kommer att snart slå till igen. Ska du fortsätta skylla på höger? Nämn nåt
förutom psykiskt störda breivik som begår dåd som dessa.
July 15, 2016 at 8:14pm ·

16.

Name Förstår inte varför folk blir upprörda över bilden. Så länge ansikte
döljs/censureras.
Man borde bli mer upprörd över det system i EU som gjort detta möjligt, där man inte
haft tillräckliga kontroller och skapat den trygghet som behövdes.
Det är såhär terror ser ut! Alla behöver se det för att förstå och begära av politiker att
göra mer för detta inte ska ske igen.
Samma sak som bilden på ett dött barn i flyktingvågen i höstas. Det visar hur hemsk
verkligheten är ibland.
En bild säger verkligen mer än 1000 ord....
July 15, 2016 at 12:33pm ·

17.

Name Om man "slipper" se bilden - slipper folk tänka & ta ställning..
July 15, 2016 at 12:55pm

18.

Name Name det sker våldtäkter jämt i sverige , skall vi be offren om vi kan fota dom
och lägga ut dom över hela nätet för att folk måste förstå att våldtäkter mm har ökat i
sverige? Det va det sämsta ursäkten jag har hört! Alla vet redan vad som sker men vi
är maktlösa med dom politiker som sitter i regerigen , vi alla vet att detta är bara
början av det hela.
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July 15, 2016 at 11:14pm
19.

Name Frankrike bombar andra länder, men de vill ej ha blod och skräck på
hemmaplan ? ?
July 15, 2016 at 2:14pm

20.

Name Name hur kan du ens säga så?! Förtjänar oskyldiga människor att dö bara för
Frankrike gjort en sån sak menar du?
July 15, 2016 at 2:30pm

21.

Name Ut med isis nu !!!! Varför attackerar dom just Frankrike av alla länder i Europa
July 15, 2016 at 1:22pm

22.

Name Name alltid bråk i arabländer. Åtminstone jag orkar inte bry mig om det
längre. Men det är sorgligt att konflikterna nu nått Europa.
July 16, 2016 at 3:51am

23.

Name Inte samma sak. Människor på flykt finns alltid de som inte kommer fram. Det
är sorgligt att folk skall behöva fly.
Men här har du någon som lever i ett land i fred och går och firar nationaldagen. Och
mördas... ser inte att detta skall liknas vid varandra.
July 15, 2016 at 12:38pm

24.

Name När alla såg bilden av den lille pojken på stranden, ville alla ÖPPNA sina
gränser ! Här är ett av resultaten av det
July 16, 2016 at 11:53am

25.

Name Det är så fasansfullt att orden tar slut och jag ramlar ner i ett hål av
hopplöshet. Ingen ilska, bara tom förtvivlan...
July 15, 2016 at 8:24pm

26.

Name Där orkade ju inte jag stoppa tårarna, fy tusan :'( Så tragiskt..
July 15, 2016 at 9:01pm

27.

Name hemskt man blir ju mörkrädd som folk håller på hur har man mage att döda
oskyldiga människor som inte gjort en något?
July 16, 2016 at 11:19pm

28.

Name Har inte ord!
Min syn på världen kontra verkligheten, de går tvärs isär!
July 15, 2016 at 3:04pm

Name Den här bilden kommer att sitta i minnet lika mycket som bilden från
Vietnamkriget, naken flicka som förtvivlad och gråtande springer för sitt liv ifrån
Napalmbomb
July 15, 2016 at 8:19pm
30. Name Jag reagerar starkt på att ni lägger ut en bildserie på en svårt chockad man när
han får beskedet att han förlorat inte bara sin fru utan också sin 4-årig son.
29.

Day 2

Detta är för privat. Låt honom skrika ut sin smärta utan att bli fotograferad.
July 16, 2016 at 11:07pm
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31.

Name Aftonbladet vill alltid gräva i andras förtvivlan, vet bara då min son tragiskt
omkom i en bilkrach, dem jagade både mig och min sons arbetskamrater! TVI
Aftonbladet säger jag bara!!!!!
July 17, 2016 at 11:36am

32.

Name detta är för fan i helvete för sjukt hur i helvete kan man dela något så privat..
min lilla 3 åriga dotter ligger tryggt i min säng och sover, och jag kan inte förstå att ni
jävla medier ska hänga ut en sörjande pappa som precis förlorat sin fru och nyss fått
reda på att hans 4 åring också gått samma öde till mötes. media borde lära sig att inte
hänga ut privat personer på detta sättet.
July 16, 2016 at 11:24pm ·

33.

Name Roligt att alla träskallar vaknar efter detta
För fan när dom la ut intervjuer från brinnande kriget i Afghanistan eller Irak skreks
det ingenting om låg nivå och individfokus. Det är förbannat hemskt att se men dom
gör sitt jobb å klickbaitar så bara håll truten stängd om ni väljer å klicka på en länk
som gör er illa till mods innan
July 17, 2016 at 1:06am

34.

Name Jag vet inte vilket som är mest inhumant och avskyvärt, sättet den här
mannen förlorade sin familj på, eller att media rent ut sagt gottar sig i hur hela hans
värld fullständigt gått i bitar.
July 17, 2016 at 10:59am

35.

Name Hur känns det i maggropen när ni publicerar bilder som dessa? Det skär i mitt
hjärta att ens tänka tanken att mista de jag älskar mer än livet. Det gör mig spyfärdig
att dessutom tänka tanken att någon i mitt livs värsta stund fotograferar mig. Att en
stor tidning sedan väljer att publicera bilderna... Tappar orden.. Jag förstår vikten av
att låta världen förstå den ondska som drabbade Frankrike. Men inte såhär
Aftonbladet. Inte såhär! En mand hjärta har brustit, irreparabelt. Det går inte att
föreställa sig hans smärta. Hans sorg och vanmakt. Gör inte såhär Aftonbladet. Res er
upp ur dyngan. Ta ett kliv uppåt. Eller två. Eller hundra. Publicera inte människors
smärta om de inte själva önskar det! Hade du som fattade publikationsbeslutet velat
att stunden din själ för alltid krossas delas såhär?
July 17, 2016 at 1:40am

36.

Name Har ni någon jävla respekt för i helvete.?! Så jävla irriterad.
July 17, 2016 at 1:24pm

37.

Name Jag har aldrig kommenterat så här offentlig, men nu kan jag inte vara tyst. Jag
köper aldrig Aftonbladet, men tittar tyvärr in på nätet ibland. Blir oftast besviken,
men idag blev jag både arg och ledsen. Det är en människa ni visar bild på och en man
som får sitt livs värsta budskap. Skulle du/ni som tog fotot och skrev artikeln vilja att
du/ni visades upp i samma situation? Världen behöver sunt förnuft och empati inte
gottade i människors innersta utsatthet. Skäms, Aftonbladet!
July 17, 2016 at 10:13am

38.

Name Fruktansvärt, ta bort det här!!! Det är ingen såpa, detta är en verklig
människa, för helvete.
July 17, 2016 at 2:32am
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39.

Name Blir stolt över mina medmänniskor och den reaktion som här visas på detta ert
totala publicistiska bottennapp. Sorry Aftonbladet, men den reaktionen var kraftfull
och enig på ett sällan skådat slag.
Det kan ni ha.
July 17, 2016 at 8:30am
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